CLASSIC

Three Cheese
220-409 cal.

Ham
357-617 cal.

Roast Beef
367-627 cal.

Turkey Breast
312-572 cal.

Tuna Salad
512-772 cal.

12" sub
$6.09

6" sub or wrap
$4.49

6" sub/wrap combo includes: sub/wrap + side + fountain drink or 8 oz. milk
$5.99 OR

Symbols apply to 6" subs only. Calories based on 6" sub with meat, cheese, and bread.
Symbols apply to 6” subs only. Calories based on 6” sub with meat, cheese, and bread.

**Signature**

- **Turkey Club**
  - 444-704 cal.

- **American Sub**
  - 452-711 cal.

- **Classic Italian**
  - 687-947 cal.

- **Chicken Breast**
  - 337-597 cal.

- **BLT**
  - 512-772 cal.

**12” sub**

- **$6.99**

**6” sub or wrap**

- **$4.99**

**6” sub/wrap combo**

- Includes: sub/wrap + side + fountain drink or 8 oz. milk

- **$6.99 OR**

- **Meal**
  - (+$1)
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